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Introduction 

The increasing presence of carbon fiber composites in manufacturing is 

driving the need for dielectric cure monitoring of the process. Normally, dielectric 

sensors require filters to block conductive fibers and prevent short circuiting of 

the electrodes. Filters must be replaced manually after each test and add time, 

effort and cost, so it is necessary to avoid using them in rapid, repetitive 

operations. 

The Carbon+TM family of direct contact sensors from Lambient 

Technologies has a protective, permanent insulating layer that allows cure 

monitoring without filters, for seamless integration into molding applications. The 

data from Carbon+TM sensors show a consistent relationship with cure state and 

can be used to determine: 

• Flow front or resin contact 

• Minimum viscosity 

• Time of peak reaction rate, which may be related to gelation 

• User defined end of cure 

 

 

Figure 1 
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This technical overview presents and discusses data for log(ion viscosity) 

and slope of log(ion viscosity), which indicate the state of cure. The plots show 

characteristic features such as minimum ion viscosity, maximum slope of log(ion 

viscosity) and the time to a chosen end of cure. For brevity, log(ion viscosity) will 

be called log(IV) and slope of log(ion viscosity) will simply be called slope. 

 

Cure Monitoring with Filtered Sensors 

 Figure 2 shows a Ceramicomb-1” reusable dielectric sensor in a platen. 

This configuration illustrates how a sensor would be installed in a press or mold 

for industrial manufacturing. 

Carbon fiber reinforced pre-preg (CFRP) and carbon fiber sheet molding 

compound (CF-SMC) take advantage of the strength and low weight of graphite 

fillers. Direct contact of carbon fibers with dielectric sensors, however, can short 

circuit electrodes and interfere with measurement.  

 

Figure 2 

Ceramicomb-1” dielectric sensor in press platen 

Filters to block fibers and pass resin to dielectric sensors have been the 

preferred method of dealing with this problem because they allow accurate 

observation of the resin’s cure state throughout the process. The filter may be 

porous paper, fiberglass cloth or other suitable material. Then the carbon 

composite is placed on the filter, as shown in Figure 3. Upon heating and 

compression, resin flows from the sample into the filter. 
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Figure 3 

Typical lay-up with filter on sensor 

 

Figure 4 is a cross-section of this lay-up, showing how the electric field 

from the electrodes penetrates the filter, which is non-conductive and has little 

effect on the electrical response. Consequently, dielectric measurements 

accurately indicate the state of the resin. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4 

Cross section of lay-up with filter showing electric field (red) 
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 Figure 5 shows ion viscosity during 145 °C cure of Carbon Fiber-Sheet 

Molding Compound (CF-SMC) with a filtered sensor. The dielectric response 

follows the typical behavior of thermosets.  

 

 

Figure 5 

Ion viscosity of CF-SMC cure with filtered sensor, 100 Hz excitation 

As temperature increases, the resin’s mechanical viscosity decreases, as 

does its ion viscosity. For a time, the material is at minimum mechanical and ion 

viscosity, until the temperature rises to the point where the curing reaction 

dominates the behavior and mechanical and ion viscosity increase. 

As the reaction ends, the ion viscosity curve flattens and its slope 

approaches zero. In manufacturing, end of cure is a user defined slope that 

depends on the requirements of the application.  

 

Cure Monitoring with Carbon+TM Sensors 

 Deposition of an insulating film on dielectric sensors to block fiber contact 

was reported by McIlagger in 20001 but this technique is rarely used because of 

the influence of the carbon filler on the data. Nevertheless, a sensor with a very 

thin insulating layer can make measurements that consistently and repeatably 

relate to cure state. 

Figure 6 shows a lay-up with the Carbon+TM Ceramicomb-1” direct contact 

sensor. The non-porous, ceramic insulating layer is permanently bonded to the 

surface, covering the electrodes and preventing contact with conductive fibers. 

To minimize the insulator’s effect on dielectric measurements, this layer is thin 

compared to the electrode width and spacing. 
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Figure 6 

Typical lay-up with Carbon+TM direct contact sensor 

 

 Figure 7 is a cross-section of this lay-up, showing how the electric field 

from the electrodes passes through the insulating layer into the composite 

material. Consequently, the sensor measures the dielectric properties of the 

mixture of carbon fiber and resin, which are different from those of the resin 

alone.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7 

Cross section of lay-up with insulation showing electric field (red) 

 

 Figure 8 compares results from testing the same CF-SMC with the 

Carbon+TM  sensor and the filtered sensor. The ion viscosity level at the end of 

cure is much lower for the Carbon+TM sensor, which measures the composite—a 
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mixture of carbon fibers and resin. The filtered sensor, however, measures only 

resin. Carbon has a much lower resistivity than the resin at the end of cure, so the 

carbon content dominates the Carbon+TM response during this time and results 

in a lower ion viscosity level. 

The ion viscosity change is due only to cure of the resin—and this change 

provides valuable information with the use of Critical Points that characterize the 

ion viscosity curve. For more information about Critical Points, see Lambient 

Technologies application note AN2.04 “Dielectric Measurements—Viscosity and 

Critical Points.” 

Critical Point 1 (CP(1)) is a user defined ion viscosity level at the start of 

cure. When ion viscosity suddenly drops below this level, CP(1) indicates the resin 

or a flow front has contacted the sensor.  

Critical Point 2 (CP(2)) is the minimum ion viscosity, which indicates the 

time of minimum mechanical viscosity. 

Critical Point 3 (CP(3)) is the inflection point of the ion viscosity curve, or 

the point of maximum slope, which is the time of maximum reaction rate. While 

CP(3) is not the gel point, it is often associated with the gel point. 

Critical Point 4 (CP(4)) is a user defined slope to indicate the end of cure. 

Figures 8 and 9 show the useful correspondence between Critical Points 

detected by the filtered and Carbon+TM direct contact sensors. 

 

 

Figure 8 

CF-SMC ion viscosity with filtered and Carbon+TM direct contact sensors 
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Figure 9 

CF-SMC slope with filtered and Carbon+TM direct contact sensors 

  

 As shown in Figure 9, slope measured by the Carbon+TM direct contact 

sensor approaches zero toward the end of cure, just as it does for the filtered 

sensor. Because measurements with the Carbon+TM sensor correspond to cure 

state, selection of the appropriate slope enables reliable detection of end of cure.  

 

Conclusion 

Carbon+TM direct contact sensors from Lambient Technologies have a thin 

insulating film permanently deposited over their electrodes, allowing dielectric 

cure monitoring of carbon fiber composites without filters. In laboratory 

applications, filters block conductive fibers from short circuiting sensor electrodes 

but require manual placement before each test—a practical impossibility in 

manufacturing. 

Carbon+TM sensors can detect key points in the curing cycle: 

• Flow front or resin contact 

• Minimum viscosity 

• Time of peak reaction rate, which may be related to gelation 

• User defined end of cure 
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By eliminating the need for filters, Carbon+TM sensors may be easily 

integrated in the manufacture of products using CFRP or CF-SMC. The ability to 

monitor cure in manufacturing, in situ and in real time, provides valuable 

information to increase product quality and production efficiency. 
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